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ABSTRACT 

 

Title:   

 

The effects of online third-party opinions toward Consumer 

Purchasing Decision on cosmetics products in Thai market 

Seminar date:  June 4
th

 , 2012 

Course: Master thesis in International marketing, 15 credits 

Authors: Jitpisut Bubphapant and Ramrada Thammasaro 

Advisor: Professor Konstantin Lampou 

Purpose: The overall purpose of this research is to explain the 

understanding of the effects of online third-party opinions 

toward consumer purchasing decision process on cosmetics 

products in Thai market. This includes the investigation of 

effective used of online third-party opinions with regards to 

source credibility and product involvement, specifically 

toward cosmetics products. 

Theoretical framework: The theoretical framework of this research is based on 

literature concerning online third party opinion, consumer 

decision journey (CDJ), product involvement and source 

credibility. 

Methodology: Both quantitative and qualitative method was applied. And 

thus a questionnaire with 147 respondents on Thai market 

and two interviews of expert marketers were conducted. The 

respondents for questionnaire are Thai women with specific 

age range and criteria. 

Conclusion: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: 

The online third-party opinion plays the important role in 

nowadays in the marketing perspective. And it does affect the 

consumer purchasing decision process both pre-purchase and 

post-purchase stage. However, it mostly affects in Consider 

and Evaluation Stage. With regards to the product 

involvement and source credibility applying to cosmetics 

products, these two variables affect to the use of online third-

party opinion. Online third-party opinion works best with 

high involvement product. However, low involvement 

product also be considered as suitable to use with online 

third-party opinion. For source credibility, both online expert 

and consumer reviews perform better when using with high 

involvement product comparing with low involvement one. 

Online, third-part opinions, third-party endorsement, 

consumer purchasing decision, cosmetics, product 

involvement, source credibility, expert review, consumer 

review, consumer decision journey, Thai market 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 

This chapter presented the starting point of the study. This includes the ideas and background of the 

subject. Then, the discussion of the problems and its importance related with this subject will be 

presented. Finally, the chapter ends with the purpose of this study and questions to answer. This 

chapter will give readers to understand all main points and ideas of this research. 

 

In recent years, online third-party opinions have been increasingly powerful influence on 

consumers. And not surprisingly, many firms are becoming interested in pulling this 

opportunity. This is due to the declining of trust in advertising. Nowadays, consumers tend 

not to believe in the advertising message anymore. There are many factors related to this 

issue. “A number of books have provocatively announced the “end of advertising,” due 

especially to declining trust, the proliferation of media choice, and the rise of internet.” 

(Keller & Fay, 2009, p. 154) There is another research that argues about this as follow; 

Six decades of survey data consistently indicate about 70% of consumers 

think that advertising is often untruthful; it seeks to persuade people to 

buy things they do not want. (Calfee & Ringold, 1994, p.228) 

Third-party opinion can refer to “Third-party product reviews usually provide product 

information (e.g., basic features/functions and prices) based on lab testing or expert evaluation 

using one of several different review formats” (Chen & Xie, 2005, p. 220). In the online 

aspect, product reviews by third-parties are also growing rapidly. This may because of the 

“Internet and fast-developing information technology have significantly reduced reviewers’ 

information-delivery cost and consumers’ information-retrieval cost”. As a result, a growing 

number of websites are offering online third-party product reviews.” (Chen & Xie, 2005, p. 

218)  It appears that online third-party opinions have come to play an important role replacing 

advertising based on following arguments;  

The Nielsen survey found that overall, consumers trust other consumers 

above all else. 78% of respondents said they trusted- either completely or 

somewhat- the recommendation of other consumers. (The Nielsen 

Company, 2007, p.1). 

Participants also assess product blogs are more credible than reading product 

information in the form of ads or news. (Huang & Hallahan, 2010, p.77) 
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As online third-party opinion is growing in popularly, this unexceptionably includes 

Thailand. This research study will focus on the effects of online third-party opinions toward 

consumer purchasing decision, specifically in cosmetics products in Thai market.  

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Cosmetics Market in Thailand 

The cosmetics market in Thailand is highly competitive as it has great demand. Most 

international manufacturers and suppliers of cosmetics products are represent in Thailand. 

The cosmetics products in Thailand are available at all levels, ranging from very high-end 

international well-known brands to very low-end which is low quality locally produced 

brands (Chaisittiroj, 2007, p. 10). The expected growth rate is optimistic estimation due to the 

ongoing slowdown of economic which began in 2005 (Phupoksakul, 2007).  

1.1.2 Marketing aspects of online third-party opinions in Thailand 

(Cosmetics Products) 

Using online third-party opinion as one tool in marketing strategies is popular in Thailand 

among marketers. For cosmetics products, it is widely use because cosmetics products are 

complicated, no one totally knows how to use the product. As a result, online third-party 

opinions work like beauty adviser who helps consumers. Moreover, it is the cheap way to 

gain trust from consumers. It can reach the right target since this is two-way communication. 

Using online third-party opinion can be done by many channels such as social media, web 

board, event, blogs, etc. The most popular channel is beauty blogger. Nowadays, it becomes 

to be the occupation which can make a lot of money. One example is the case study of 

L’Oreal. L’Oreal contacts beauty blogger sends the sampling products to them for testing and 

asked for comments before they launch the products to market. These comments can lead 

them to improve and develop its products. After launching product, L’Oreal also hires 

blogger to review its products in his/her blog. The approximately income from reviewing 

product in VDO clip uploaded in his/her blog is around 15,000 baht/one product. To 

responsible for all campaign, reviewing products in VDO clip for all campaign can gain 

around 100,000 baht. (P. Eimeamkamol, personal communication, May, 2012).  

1.2 Problem Discussion 
The use of the Internet as a venue for expressing opinions on products has become an 

important marketing tool to compete for consumer attention and visits (Chatterjee, 2001). 

Nowadays, there are many uses of online third-party opinions that have been applied to many 
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products, for example, automobile and IT products. However, if focusing on specific industry 

and market, online third-party opinions seem to be profitable for the cosmetics industry. 

According to Kemp from Forrester Research, it shows that the average beauty consumer is 

now favoring online media portals as the way to view product descriptions for beauty and 

cosmetic products as opposed to more traditional media. And “beauty, cosmetics, and fashion 

brands should align online brand ctivities with those of female consumers. Beauty buyers are 

actively using the Internet to evaluate products, make purchase decisions and to tell friends or 

family what they’ve found” (Kemp, 2007). From this, it can show cosmetics industry is 

important to study. To focus in Thai market, this is because Thai cosmetics market has great 

demand. Also, it is high competitive as there are many famous international firms represent in 

Thailand. Since there is not much widely studies about this topic, to study about this topic in 

cosmetics industry in Thai market can be beneficial among marketers in almost firms.  

Currently, some marketers in cosmetics companies in Thailand are using the online third-

party opinions strategy for their products. As a result, more knowledge about investigating 

the effect of online third-party opinions on consumer purchasing decision is needed. 

Moreover, to the effective use of this strategy with the right product is also important. There 

are many sources of online third-party opinions that marketers can choose to use in order to 

best suite their products due to the credibility. According to Frieden (1984), there are two 

types of third-party endorsers, expert and regular consumers, they generally parallel in 

different source characteristics: credibility and perceived similarity to the audiences. In the 

aspect of product involvement, consumer’s involvement in a product category is different 

which may affect the use of online third-party opinion and purchasing decision of consumers. 

According to Evan et al. (2009), there are high product involvement and low product 

involvement. Consumers spend different amount of time and effort when thinking, shopping 

and making decision due to these high and low level of product involvement. These two 

different product involvements can be defined due to the physical characteristics and 

components (Zaichakowsky, 1985). For example, price of the product, risk to cause the 

physical harm or destroy self-image. From these, not only the knowledge about investigating 

if online third-party opinions affect consumer purchasing decision is needed but also about its 

effective used relating with the source credibility and product involvement. 

The practical implications of this study are especially beneficial for cosmetics and beauty 

companies who want to create brands online. Instead of focusing on traditional media, such 

as TV, radio, newspaper, etc., marketers will know how online third-party opinions affect 
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purchasing decision and at what touch points consumers are best influenced that they should 

focus on.  The result can help them to better understand the online third-party role on 

consumer purchasing decision and also how to effectively use it as tool and plan their online 

marketing strategies. Moreover, it is also beneficial when companies are dealing with budget 

allocation that sometimes mismatch. At present, the budget for marketers is now mostly 

allocated to paid media which are very expensive. However, once knowing that consumers 

are changing in this digital age and the importance of online third-party opinions, the right 

marketing budget can be allocated for the right strategy.  

1.3 Purpose 
The overall purpose of this research is to explain the understanding of the effects of online 

third-party opinions toward consumer purchasing decision process on cosmetics products in 

Thai market. This includes the investigation of effective used of online third-party opinions 

with regards to source credibility and product involvement, specifically toward cosmetics 

products. 

In order to fulfill the purpose of this research, the following questions should be answered; 

How online third-party opinions affect consumer purchasing decision, specifically on 

cosmetics products in the Thai market? 

What is the most effective used of online third-party opinions with cosmetics products with 

regards to high and low involvement products? 

What is the most effective used of online third-party opinions with cosmetics products with 

regards to online consumer reviews and online expert reviews? 
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Frameworks 
 

The conceptual framework will be presented here. This conceptual framework is used to show the 

overall purpose of this research and show relationship of each variable. The definitions of theories 

and previous study related with this study also presented. This part is like the structure of the 

research used as the guide in order to go in the right direction. The theories here can help to base the 

questionnaire and support in analysis. 

2.1 Conceptual Framework 
This is the conceptual framework which shows the overall picture of this research’s purposes. 

The main topic of this research is about online third-party opinions, so the research will 

commence with this topic. The purpose is to explain the understanding of the effects of online 

third-party opinions toward consumer purchasing decision in which the consumer decision 

journey (CDJ) model will be used as the model of study. This study focuses on cosmetics 

products in Thai market. There are many factors that needed to be studied based on each 

stage as can be seen in the following model. Moreover, the authors want to look at the 

difference between the uses of online third-party opinions with cosmetics products in 

Thailand based on different variables. Firstly, product involvements are defined as high and 

low involvement products. The authors want to know the effects of product involvement on 

the uses of online third-party opinion which can influence consumers to make purchasing 

decision in the following model (Figure 1). And it can identify whether the most effective use 

of online third-party opinion is with high or low involvement products. Secondly, online 

third-party opinions are separated into two types of sources, namely, online consumer 

reviews and online expert reviews. This, the authors will investigate the source credibility 

and its effects on the uses of online third-party opinions related to cosmetics products which 

also influence to the purchasing decision of consumers. 
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Figure 1 Conceptual Framework 

 

The authors is going to use the Consumer decision journey model (CDJ) by Edelman (2010) 

in order to analyze the process of consumer purchasing decision related with online third-

party opinions.  For a better understanding, the authors will provide more explanations for 

each variable. 

2.2 Role and Importance of Third-party Opinions 
Third-party endorsement can be defined as “the third party opinion or evaluations about 

products that incorporate the name of the third party, and a positive or negative evaluation of 

the products that is attributed to the third party” (Dean & Biswas, 2001). Wang (2005) agreed 

that third party endorsement plays an important role in the consumer’s evaluation of products 

especially the experiential products because they offer “indirect experience on sensory aspects 

not conveyed by tangible attributes.” (Wang, 2005, p.110) 

There is research which provides evidence in support of the importance of online review from 

its effects on sales (Mayzlin & Chevalier, 2006). Mrazek (2010) argued that many market 

specialists and scholars agree on the importance of product reviews in present day e-
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commerce. For companies, online reviews help in terms that they help consumers in making 

their product choices. It is likely to represent the cheapest way to gain credibility for their 

products and services. Consumers’ feedbacks and reviews are also used to improve and 

develop the quality of their product offers. Mrazek also emphasized on the importance of 

online product review as it can be a strong competitive advantage for companies and that 

failure to allow posting of product reviews on their web sites may lead to loss of important 

customers (Mrazek, 2010). Chen & Xie (2008) also suggested that companies can use online 

product reviews as free “sales assistants” in their marketing communication mix. 

Online reviews can also be used for another function. Consumers are likely to seek for other 

opinions before they buy products in order to reduce their cognitive effort or uncertainty, 

which increases as they perceive risk about purchasing (Mrazek, 2010). 

There are some researches on third-party opinion relating to the purchase intention. One 

research found that third-party product reviews had more positive effects on purchase 

intention (Chu et al., 2005). The quantity of the reviews also has some effect. The review 

quantity positively affected the purchasing intention of online consumers. In other words, the 

attitudes of online consumers will increase with the number of reviews. Consumers perceive 

the large number of reviews to be an indication of product popularity thus helping to increase 

the purchasing intention (Lee, 2009). 

When mentioning about the motivations consumers have to write online comments, one 

research showed that social benefits, economic incentives, concern for others and self-

enhancement are the primary reasons that consumers publish their experiences on opinion 

platforms (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004). 

2.2.1 Third-party Opinions in Cosmetics Industry 

There are some arguments that show that third-party opinions play a vital role, especially for 

the cosmetics industry. According to Kemp (2007), it showed that 42% of internet beauty 

buyers allegedly share and tell friends about products they discovered. The 'word of mouth' 

marketing tool is the key to the increased sales of cosmetic products. Barnes and Yamamoto 

(2008) also argued with this as their research revealed that despite their frequent usage in ads 

celebrities fail to influence purchase decisions. Specific reference groups, including experts, 

friends, and female family members have varying degrees of influence. 
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2.3 Product Involvement 
“Involvement is commonly defined as the consumer’s personal interest in buying or using an 

item from a given product field” (Evan et al., 2009, p.141). The product’s physical 

characteristics can also influence a person’s level of involvement (Zaichkowsky, 1985). 

Products related components include the concept of perceived risk, such as buying products 

that may cause physical harm, destroy self-image. This can increase the involvement of 

consumers toward certain products. Higher involvement with purchase decisions lead to 

consumers spending more time and effort and also the extensive information search 

(Zaichakowsky, 1985).   

This corresponds with the argument of Laurent and Kapferer (1985) that stated that 

involvement level is the time and exertion consumers spend on their buying decision. 

Processes of consumer purchase decision are partly affected with product 

involvement.  Consumer spends time and energy to make a decision in purchasing high 

involvement products, whereas spends less time and effort for low involvement products 

(Richins & Bloch, 1986). The involvement of product is the factor that seems to lead a person 

to search for more information and spend more time searching for the right selection (Celsi & 

Olson, 1988).  

Engel and Blackwell (1982) mentioned that consumer involvement can be measured by the 

time spent during product search, the energy spent, the number of brands examined and the 

attention paid to advertising in the product category. In other words, it can be said that 

involvement equate with perceived product importance (Traylor, 1981). 

The definition of product involvement can be summed up as the extent of interest and 

concern that a person brings to impact on a purchase-decision task (Banwari, 1989).  Another 

definition by Vaughn (1980), added that a high involvement product is a product that is high 

in cost, ego support, social value, newness and risk. The product requires more information 

and attention to process. On the other hand, low involvement product engages little interest, 

are less risky and so, require less purchase information and effort. This corresponds with 

another argument that said that there are many factors which make consumers highly 

involved, such as a purchase involving high risk, products are expensive, great differences 

among brands, products are very self-expressive, and when product is rarely purchased 

(Kotler et al., 2005). 

There is also the previous research about product involvement relating with attitude toward 

brand by Dahlen et al. (2003). This study showed how websites for different products work 
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differently over time and with repeat visits. This study observed the behavior of Internet users 

when visiting web sites for high involvement and low involvement product. The selected 

high-involvement products included paint, optics, cars, fashion, design and spa while the low 

involvement products used in this study were diapers, fast food, grocery products, beer, 

chocolate candy and mineral water. The result argument of this study showed that a visit to 

high involvement product web site increases brand attitude and thus web sites are an 

important advertising tool for high involvement products. Reasons supporting this are that 

visitors to high involvement product web sites tend to be more active and browse in the web 

site longer.  Therefore, it is important that these web sites be filled with information and offer 

visitors’ chances to interact with the brand and web site content. On the other hand, a visit to 

a low involvement product web site does not increase brand attitude. It appears that visitors to 

low involvement product web site are more engaged with other factors rather than with the 

brand (Dahlen et al., 2003).  

Relating to online third-party opinions, there is also a study about product involvement. In the 

computer accessories category, the previous research showed that between high and low 

involvement products, namely, external hard drive and flash drive, online consumer review 

worked best for the high involvement product. This can imply that for computer accessories, 

consumers are more involved with external hard drive than flash drive. Therefore, the online 

consumer review performs better with high involvement products (Mrazek, 2010).  

2.4 Source Credibility (Online Consumer Review and Online 

Expert Review) 
Credibility is often mentioned when talking about trust in something. Credibility is perceived 

as the quality of a site or information contained therein, often equated with believability 

(Everard & Galleta, 2005). Sources are judged as credible based on perceived competence, 

character, composure, dynamism and sociability (Wathen, 2002).  

Credibility can be defined as the believability as mentioned by Assael (1981) that credible 

people are believable people and credible message and believable message. Also, there is 

another argument that describes credibility in a different way. Self (1996) described 

credibility as a perceived quality. Strong message that are understandable and objective can 

be considered as more effective on attitude change than weak message that display emotional 

and subjective style (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984). 

In this research, the authors will focus on two types of online third-party sources which are 

online consumer reviews and expert reviews. A research on this topic by Frieden (1984) 
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stated that there are two types of endorsers, expert and regular consumers and they are 

generally parallel in different source characteristics: credibility and perceived similarity to the 

audiences. The expert reviews persuade in term of credibility aspect and provide credible 

information helping to solve consumer’s problems. On the other hand, the regular consumer 

reviews persuade in term of similarity to the consumers through recommendations and 

provide testimonials of the products. Park et al. (2007) agreed that online consumer review is 

“new information presented from the perspective of consumers who have purchased and used 

the product. It includes their experiences, evaluations and opinions.” Online consumer 

reviews are posted by users based on their personal experiences, which can be highly affected 

by their taste preferences as well as their personal usage situations (Chen & Xie, 2008, p.480).  

By acting as informant and recommender, online consumer reviews can influence the decision 

making process of consumers (Lee et al., 2008). Online consumer reviews provide 

information on products that are similar to the information provided by sellers. However, 

online consumer reviews offer more on consumer-oriented information. Online consumer 

reviews will describe product attributes in aspect of usage situations and measure the product 

performance from the perspective of a user (Bickart & Schindler, 2001). 

The expertise recommender provides recommendations in a dimension of credibility, relating 

with the ability in terms of the skills and characteristics which can enable expert 

recommendations to have influence within a particular area (Sitkin & Roth, 1993). Expert 

reviews provide product information that is usually based on laboratory testing or evaluation 

of experts. The expert reviews tend to focus on product attribute information, such as 

performance, features or reliability (Chen & Xie, 2008). This expert review is backed by an 

institution that grants a certain level of credibility to the review and reviewed product 

(Mrazek, 2010). 

The third-party endorsement by either institutions or regular consumers can function as a 

piece of information about a product and can be perceived as a cost-efficient guide to product 

quality (Wang, 2005). Wang (2005) also stated that the differences between expert and 

consumer reviews. First, the expert review can be seen as a more credible source than 

consumer review. The expert review like institutions is perceived by consumers to have 

access to testing facilities, equipment, and information to a greater degree than regular 

consumer reviews. However, even if consumers may perceive the expert review to more 

credible than regular consumer review, this doesn’t mean that consumers will rely more on 

the expert review in making their decisions.  Wang (2008) argues that even though 
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consumers perceive expert reviews as more credible, they perceive consumer reviews as 

more useful than expert reviews. This may be vary depending on the products as Dean and 

Biswas (2001) argued that third-party opinions might perform very differently for such 

products.  

Wang (2005) conducted the research to examine the process by which consumers integrate 

expert and consumer review into their evaluations for movies under the condition that the 

consumers are already showing interests in the recommended products. The results showed 

that both consumer reviews and expert reviews enhance attitudes of consumers toward 

endorsed products. Consumers are also more likely to respond favorably to positive general 

agreement than endorsement disagreement and negative opinions. Their needs for positive 

opinions play a vital role in their determination and affect the way they form their attitudes 

and behavioral intents. 

Mrazek (2010) mentioned that the same message can be evaluated differently depending 

whether it originated from another consumer or from an expert. The result from this research 

showed that online consumer review performed better than online expert review on the 

product category of computer accessories in many aspects. Online consumer review affects 

purchase intention and perceived quality of product most. Consumers who saw the consumer 

review had higher purchase intentions and perceive product quality than expert review. This is 

contrary with another argument which found that quality online reviews with supported 

reasons based on specific facts about the products have strong positive effect on consumer 

purchase intention (Park et al., 2007). 

Moreover, the research by Settle and Golden (1974) argued that source credibility will 

increase when the claims of products admitted the superiority of another brand instead of 

claiming that the product is more superior than other brands in all features and aspects. 

Mentioning about some negative aspects of product will make the sources seem to be more 

credible.  

Another argument by Lee (2009) argued that online reviews which consist of understandable 

and fact-supported arguments are more persuasive than reviews expressing subjective feelings 

and emotional comments. In other words, more favorable attitude will be formed when 

stronger online review quality is processed. 
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2.5 Consumer Decision Journey (CDJ) Model 
Consumer Decision Journey according to Edelman (2010, p. 64) is “a more nuanced view of 

how consumers engage with the brands: consumer decision journey (CDJ). Their research 

revealed that far from systematically narrowing their choices, today’s consumers take a much 

more iterative and less reductive journey of four stages: consider, evaluate, buy and 

enjoy/advocate/bond.” It is the model which presents the new way of how consumers engage 

with the brands when they make purchase decision.  

This model is important and different from the traditional consumer decision making in terms 

that it shows the connection between brands and consumers through media channels that is 

now not only a traditional media but is beyond the marketer’s control. In the old decision 

making process, consumers start with number of potential brands and winnow their choices 

until they decide to buy products. After purchase, the relationship with brand will focus on the 

use of product or service itself (Edelman, 2010, p.68). On the other hand, for consumer 

decision journey, instead of narrowing choices, consumers can add and subtract brands from 

the group under consideration. After purchase, they often enter into open-ended relationship 

with the brand, sharing their experience with it online (Edelman, 2010, p.69). This model is 

suitable for this modern age as usage of the Internet has become a part of our daily lives. The 

four stages of this model are explained by the following; 

  

Figure 2 Consumer Decision Journey Model 

Source: Edelman, 2010, p.69 

Consider stage – journey begins with the consumer’s top-of-mind consideration set. The 

consider stage contains the largest number of brands. The consumers, assaulted by media and 

awash in choices, often reduce the number of products they consider at the outset (Edelman, 

2010, p.69).  
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Evaluate stage – the initial consideration set is expanded through the search for more 

information. This stage, consumers will add new brands to the set and discard some of the 

original because they learn more. Consumers are more likely to shape their own choices rather 

than on the marketer’s push to persuade them (Edelman, 2010, p.69). 

Buy stage – the purchase decision of consumers. There are many factors involve at this stage 

as there are many touch points which are against the decision making of consumers (Edelman, 

2010, p.69). 

Enjoy, advocate, bond – the deeper connection begins after purchase as consumers interact 

with the products and with new online touch point. When consumers are pleased with a 

purchase, they’ll advocate for it by word of mouth, creating fodder for the evaluations of 

others and invigorating a brand’s potential. If the bond becomes strong, consumers will 

advocate that brand and skip the consideration and evaluation stage (Edelman, 2010, p.69). 

There has been some mention about this issue. CDJ shows that it is not only the pre purchase 

stage that is important but the post purchase stage is important too. “The post purchase 

experience shapes their opinions for every subsequent decision in the category, so the journey 

is the ongoing cycle. More than 60 percent of consumers of facial skincare products, for 

example, go online to conduct further research after the purchase-a touch points unimaginable 

when the funnel was conceived” (Court et al., 2009). Moreover, Edelman (2011) stated in his 

research about using CDJ in practice on B2B that while consumers engage more in digital 

content and interaction, some aspects, like purchasing still occurs offline. It shows that buyer 

behavior had not changed that much. From this, it appears that consumer’s behaviors are 

changing more in pre purchase and post purchase stages rather than in the purchasing stage. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
 

This chapter presented the methods of the research to collect data. This includes the details of each 

method, both primary and secondary research, how the samples were designed and used, and how the 

questionnaire was created based on the each variable from theoretical framework.  

3.1 Choice of Subject 
The Internet has become an important aspect in most consumers’ daily lives. This also 

applies to the marketing aspect as marketers have to adapt to the changing of lifestyle and 

needs of consumers. As we have a special interest in branding and advertising, it is more 

interesting to study a topic that is related to our daily life. Moreover, the third-party opinion 

topic is up to date and like CDJ is not wildly studied. It is suitable with this digital era and 

can be useful for marketers, interested people and other students.  

3.2 Research Approach 
The overall purpose of this paper is to explain the understanding of online third-party 

opinions affecting the consumer purchasing decision for cosmetics products in the Thai 

market. The qualitative and quantitative method is applied. Interview and Questionnaire are 

chosen to be conducted in accordance with our purpose.  

The authors commenced our research by describing the different concepts, such as third-party 

opinions, CDJ model, product involvement and source credibility, and then tried to apply the 

concepts of these theories in our questionnaire in order to achieve the right purpose. 

Subsequently, we will provide empirical evidences that involves to our study and finally 

analyze the findings in relation to the theory. 

3.3 Data Collection 
The authors decided to use both primary and secondary data, which are collected by the 

researchers and are gathered by other researchers. The authors will use interview and 

questionnaire as the main source of data collecting or primary data and use the secondary 

data for supporting the paper. 

3.3.1. Primary Data (Questionnaire) 

The authors chose to use questionnaire (see Appendix I) as it allowed the authors to gather 

specific information on how online third-party opinions affect consumer purchasing decision 

based on the CDJ model, as well as the use of online third-party opinions in regards to 
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product involvement and source credibility. The questionnaire consisted of structured 

questions that included multiple choices, dichotomous questions, ranking questions and likert 

scales. 

For the dichotomous questions, the respondents could only choose between two response 

alternatives, for example, Yes or No. This question format was used with the basic question 

like background information and screening question. These could only be used when the 

issue is clear-cut (Fisher et al., 2007 p.193). For multiple choice questions, respondents were 

provided with a choice of three to five options and were asked to choose one. In this 

questionnaire for this research, the questions were mostly likert scales in order to gain better 

understanding about consumer’s opinion about the role of online third-party opinions when it 

comes to affect their purchasing decision process. These kinds of questions are a form of 

rating scale that is commonly used to ask people about their opinions and attitudes. The 

questions provided a series of statements; some negative and some positive in tone from 

strongly agree to strongly disagree (Fisher et al., 2007 p.196).  

One of research purpose was to investigate the effective use of online third-party opinions 

with cosmetics products of different sources and with high and low involvement products. 

This was achieved by asking questions with the use of visual images to represent both online 

expert and consumer reviews along with high and low involvement products. Moreover, the 

questionnaire was self-administered with respondents completing the questionnaires on the 

internet as part of an online survey. The authors chose online survey due to geographic 

distance. The market of this study is in Thailand but the authors currently doing research in 

Sweden. By the way, choosing online survey has some advantages and disadvantages. The 

authors have greater flexibility in displaying questions and it is also cheaper (Sharp et al, 

2007). Moreover, since the data is collected into the central database, the time for analysis is 

reduced and it is easier to check and correct the error of each questionnaire (Bradburn et al., 

2004). However, the response rate is limited because not everyone has access to the internet 

and many people are not receptive to complete questionnaire online (Presser et al., 2004).  

For the process of collecting data, the authors started with the testing of questionnaire before 

releasing. It was arranged in order to make sure that the respondents understand and can 

easily go through the questionnaire. The questionnaire testing was done by 10 Thai women 

whom were asked to fill in the online survey. The authors contacted them through social 

network like Facebook. They all done the questionnaire and finish it all from the beginning to 

the end. The authors also asked if they confronted the problems when answering 
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questionnaire. There is no problem and after authors went over again, the questionnaire was 

released. The authors chose the survey tool which is Freeonlinesurveys.com; it is user-

friendly and allows using visual image in questionnaire. Since this questionnaire needs to use 

visual image, so this is the important point. The questionnaire was released on internet around 

the end of April and it was closed on 20 of May 2012. Since this is the online survey and 

authors can’t ask respondents face to face, the authors provided the introduction on the 

beginning of the questionnaire. To contact the target samples, the authors contacted all of 

them by sending the online survey link through Facebook and posted it in the web board of 

cosmetics community website. After respondents opened the online survey link and finished 

it, all results will be sent to the database. The authors can access this database at any time. 

3.3.1.1 Sample Selection 

The population the authors chose to investigate in order to reach our purpose was Thai women 

consumers. The authors chose to focus only on Thai women as there is potential of this target 

group for the cosmetics industry even though the trend for men’s cosmetics is increasing and 

attractive. However, the majority of consumers for the cosmetics industry are women. As this 

is an online survey it is more suitable to target females as females were more likely than 

males to engage in information sharing (Huang & Hallahan, 2010). For the age range, the 

authors decided to set a specific age range based on potential consumers that have purchasing 

power. The authors decided to investigate target groups of participants who are online Internet 

users and are exposed to web sites with either online consumers or expert reviews. The 

criteria for target samples were; 

 Thai women  

 Age: 23- 35 years old 

 Usually online internet users and exposed to the web sites with either online 

consumers or expert reviews 

3.3.1.2 Sample Size 

The total samples are 147 respondents. There are 204 people who responded the 

questionnaire online but after checking with screening criteria and errors, only 147 

respondents are counted. Due to the shortage of time, the authors decided to choose the 

convenient sampling method based on this limitation. Moreover, despite the area of study 

being the cosmetics industry in Thailand, the research was conducted abroad.  Therefore, to 

conduct the research through online survey using the convenient sampling method was 

deemed suitable. This method employed is the non-probability sampling survey method. A 
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convenient sample is one that is simple and available to the researcher by virtue of its 

accessibility (Bryman & Bell, 2007 p.197). This way, there is the chance the researcher will 

receive almost all the questionnaires back. However, there is also the problem that it is 

impossible to generalize the findings because authors do not know of what population this 

sample represents (Bryman & Bell, 2007 p.198). From this limitation and problem, the 

authors tried to collect as much as possible data with a wide variety of distribution. 

Moreover, the authors tried to cover all factors based on the scope of the research in order to 

minimize the errors and deviations.  

3.3.1.3 Operational Measures of Theoretical Framework 

The questions in the questionnaire are based on the authors’ conceptual framework. The 

questionnaires can be divided into the sections which are; consumer decision journey, 

product involvement, source credibility and also the screening criteria of respondents. The 

survey questionnaire begins with the screening criteria questions to make sure about getting 

the right samples based on the criteria for target samples.  

The method of measurement for this quantitative research can be measured by mean 

( X ).Since almost questions in questionnaire are likert scale format which asked respondents 

to range from strongly disagree to strongly agree (1-5), the results will be presented in 

empirical finding part in the form of X .This can show the average results of all respondents 

by;. 

1 is strongly disagree, 2 is disagree, 3 is moderate, 4 is agree and 5 is strongly agree. 

 To measure how questionnaire can measure the effects of online third-party opinion in each 

stage of purchasing decision, the explanations are presented by following;  

3.3.1.3.1 Consumer Decision Journey 

To measure the effects of online third-party opinions toward consumer purchasing decision 

based on each stage of the CDJ model. The questions were in the likert scales format and 

ranking question format. The examples of the questions asked are; 

Consider stage 

 Apart from purchasing time, you always update information through online product 

reviews  

 You recognize many brands from online product reviews. 
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 When you want to buy particular product, there are moment that these brands came 

into your mind. 

The above questions are designed to figure out the opinion of consumers about if online third-

party opinions involve in their consideration process when they want to buy something. For 

consider stage, it is pre-purchase stage which consumers will have top-of-mind brands set 

when they want to buy some product. These brands set can come from many media channels. 

Therefore, asking about if online product reviews are the source that consumers can recognize 

and recall many brands when they want to buy some products can show online third-party 

opinions affect in their consideration when making purchasing decision.  

Evaluate stage 

 Only information from advertising from brands you exposed is enough to make you 

buy product.  

 It is important that products need to be researched before you buy it.  

 The product reviews presence on website is helpful for you to decide to buy product.  

 Online product reviews can easily shape your choices for deciding to buy products. 

The evaluation process in decision making of consumers can be indicated by the importance 

of information research before making decision. Additional, asking if online third-party 

opinion is helpful and can make them easier to decide can also show how online third-party 

opinions affect consumers’ evaluation stage before buying product. 

Buy stage 

 Once you decide to buy product, but you found some online product reviews who said 

bad things of it you still buy that product. 

 What is the most effect your buying decision at the time you buy? (this question is 

ranking format)  

In the purchase stage, consumers have decided to buy products. There are many factors 

involve at this stage. The questions above are aimed for understand the role of online third-

party opinion at purchasing time as it can be one touch point which can be against consumer 

decision making. The ranking question is asked in order to see if online third-party opinion is 

the important factor for consumers when purchasing products. 

Enjoy, bond, advocate stage 

 After you bought product, you still need to seek more online product reviews about 

that product. 
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 After you decided to buy product because of reviews and see it worth, you will 

recommend/share it online to others. 

 Once you bought the product after you have read reviews and see it worth, next time 

you will buy other products from this review without consider other brand.  

The three questions above are related to the post-purchase stage of consumer purchasing 

decision process. After purchasing, consumer can have deeper connection if they use products 

and see it worth. If the consumers have strong bond, they will have loyalty with that brand. 

They will continue to buy products by skipping consider and evaluation stages. To see how 

online third-party opinions affect the after purchase stage of consumers, the questions are 

asked if they will interact with online third-party opinion after purchasing and can online 

third-party opinions create strong bond with consumers.  

3.3.1.3.2 Product Involvement 

In order to measure whether high or low involvement cosmetics products worked best for 

online third-party opinion, the authors have included in questionnaire the visual image of 

specific separate products representing both high and low involvement products. Likert scales 

questions are then used to measure the responses. For high involvement product, moisturizer 

cream of premium brand with the expensive price is chosen to be representative because it is 

expensive, high risk to physical harm applying to consumer’s face and can affect the self-

image. And lipstick is chosen to represent low involvement product as it is less risk and 

cheaper.   

The samples of questions are as follows; 

 How important for you to research these products before you buy it?  

 In selecting from many types and brands of this product available on the market, how 

much do you care about the product you decide to buy?  

 How important would it be for you to make a right choice of this product? 

 In making your selection of this product, how concerned would you be about the 

outcome of your choice? 

Questions above in likert scale format were asked for both high and low involvement 

product. The level of importance which consumers thought they have to research information, 

make the right choice, and concern the outcome of each product can show the effects of 

product involvement on online third-party opinions. 
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3.3.1.3.3 Source Credibility 

In this part, authors measured the effective used of online third-party opinion with cosmetics 

products in relation to the two types of online third-party opinions, namely, online consumer 

reviews and online expert reviews. In the questionnaire the authors have specific the sources 

that represented both the online consumers review and the online expert reviews by selecting 

the famous cosmetics community website, www.jeban.com, which is well-known to Thai 

women. This website is a famous cosmetics community website that provides beauty 

information, product reviews by experts and consumers, and web board community arranged 

beauty activities, such as workshops and events. The authors provided these reviews using 

visual images together with a measurement of the product involvement. The online expert 

review for each product will emphasize on components of the product by knowledge of 

professional. On the other hand, online consumer review is based on directly experiences of 

other users. The measurement is made using likert scale questions format, ranging from 

strongly agree to strongly disagree.  

Statements included are the review has sufficient reasons supporting the opinions, the review 

is credible, the review is understandable, the review provides useful information about the 

product, I believe in this review, the review information is helpful for me to make decision, 

and the review is likely to make me buy this product 

The source credibility can be indicated by the credible and believable aspects. So, the 

statements asking about these aspects of each kind of review were asked. Moreover, to ask 

about, if each review type provides helpful information and makes it easier for consumers to 

decide to buy product, can represent the effects of credibility of each type of source on online 

third-party opinion which also affect consumer purchasing decision.  

3.3.2. Primary Data (Interview) 

The authors also decide to conduct qualitative research which is interview with two expert 

marketers who have experiences on creating brand online using online third-party opinions in 

well-known organizations in Thailand. The interview was conducted in order to gain the 

insight knowledge and understanding about the effects of online third-party opinion on 

consumer purchasing decision in the marketers’ perspective. The authors arranged the 

interview through the telephone. The semi-structure interview then was applied to conduct 

research. Therefore, the authors provided the question lists which cover the topic and sent 

first to interviewees in order to guide them.  This way is like the interview guide but 

questions may not follow on exactly from the outline. And questions are not included in the 

http://www.jeban.com/
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outline may be asked as the interviewers pick up on things said by interviewees (Bryman & 

Bell, 2007, p.474). This is the flexible way to express the opinions and attitudes freely which 

may benefit to the study. Since the authors are familiar with interviewees, so authors 

contacted them by email to ask for the interview. The interview held in May, 2012 through 

telephone. The authors wrote down all the details emphasizing the main important points.  

3.3.2.1 Target Sample 

The authors decided to interview two expert marketers who are responsible and have 

experienced using online third-party opinion with cosmetics products in their marketing 

strategies. They are; 

 Miss Warunee Settanaron, Account Director at Digital Advertising Agency 

 Miss Panrawee Eimeamkamol, Account Executive at Digital Agency 

3.3.2.2 Operational Measure of Theoretical Framework 

For interview, the direction of questions is similar to the questionnaire as the main objective 

is the same. However, as the authors want to gain the deeper knowledge from another 

perspective which is marketers, therefore the questions are slightly different. 

The questions below are listed to be the outline for guiding the interview; 

 What is the main purpose of using online product review? 

 The perspective of using online product reviews in nowadays? 

 What do you think about the roles of online product reviews on the process of 

consumer purchasing decision? 

 In the perspective of organization, how online product reviews help consumers when 

they make buying decision? 

 Is online product review being the effective tool comparing with other tools? (Sale 

promotion/ point of purchase/ package/ etc.) 

The questions above were asked in order to gain the understanding about the role of online 

third-party opinion in nowadays in the marketer perspective. Moreover, with the questions 

asked by interviewer, it can present how online third-party opinions affect to the consumer 

purchasing decision process.   

 Are there any specific kinds of products which you think the most suitable to use with 

online product review? 
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 Is the involvement of product have affected to the use of online product review? 

(High and low involvement) 

 Are there any differences to use online product review with high and low product 

involvement? 

The three questions relate to the product involvement which affects the use of online third-

party opinion. It also can indicate whether high or low involvement cosmetics products 

worked best with online third-party opinion. 

 Are the sources of online product reviews (expert and consumer review) have affected 

to the use of online product review? 

 Especially for cosmetics product, the expert or consumer product reviews are more 

suitable in your opinion? 

These two questions relate to the credibility of source. Two types of sources which are online 

consumer and online expert review can affect the use of online third-party opinion when 

applying to cosmetics products. The questions above can show if source credibility affects 

online third-party opinion and how it can affect. 

3.3.3. Secondary Data 

Secondary data has been used to support the research and in order to help explain more about 

these topics in order for readers to have a better understanding.  Secondary data was obtained 

from many kinds of sources, including books, print articles and electronic journals. As for the 

books, these were mainly from the Malardalen University Library. The electronic 

journals/articles were obtained from many databases, including; 

 Malardalen University online library database  

 Google Scholar 

 ABI/INFORM Global 

The specific keywords used in searching from these databases are as follows; 

 Consumer decision journey 

 Third-party endorsement + effects 

 Product Involvement + measurement 

 Type of endorsement 
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3.4 Method of Data Analyzing  
After all data were collected, these data will be sorted and organized to be more 

understandable and prepared for analyze data. The tables showed summarize results in the 

forms of percentage and means were presented, with the help of online survey tool; 

Freeonlinesurveys.com. The analyzing was done based on each question in questionnaire, 

respectively. This analyzing focused on the opinions and attitudes of consumers about how 

online third-party opinions play the roles in their purchasing decision process and the 

effective used of it when involving with product involvement and source credibility. For the 

data obtained from the interview, it can help to provide insight information and support data 

analysis of survey. Moreover, the analysis was also done by comparing the results with the 

previous studies mentioned earlier in theoretical framework.  

3.5 Target Audience 
This research might be useful for marketers who seek to create branding online, especially in 

the cosmetics industry in Thailand, as well as other marketers in other industries that are 

interested in the role of online third-party opinions toward the process of consumer 

purchasing decision. Also, it can be useful for marketing students who have an interest in 

online branding. 

3.6 Limitations 
There are some limitations of this research study. Firstly, the authors have limited the 

research to choose convenient sampling method. This can affect the result of the research 

study because it can’t represent to the whole population. The respondents answer the 

questionnaire based on their availability; therefore, the respondents may be not the right 

target sample. This may create the deviations and the result may not totally accurate. 

Secondly, the authors limited the target sample to only women in Thailand. This may create 

bias feeling. Since this research study focused only one specific sample, generalization is not 

obtained. 
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Chapter 4 Empirical Data 
 

In this chapter, the empirical data collected from both interview and questionnaire were presented. 

First one is the summary from two interviews. The next one is the important data collected from 

questionnaires. 

4.1 Findings from Interview 

4.1.1. Case I 

The authors have interviewed the expert marketer, Miss Warunee Settanaron, who is 

currently the Account Director in Digital Advertising Agency in Thailand. She is directly 

responsible for digital marketing and has experienced using online third-party opinion with 

cosmetics product. She mentioned that using online product review is the good way to 

demonstrate product usage and can gain trust from customers. Customer tends to trust in 

product benefits much more than using celebrities or presenter on TV and magazine. And 

surely, online third-party opinions have impact to decision making of consumers. There are 

many types and channels to feature product reviews. From her experiences, there are VDO 

clip via YouTube and social cam, web blog and web board. In the perspective of marketer, 

the advantages of using online third-party opinions are that it can help create credible/trust of 

specific brands and products and lower the cost of investment as this tool doesn’t require the 

very neat production. The important thing she mentioned is that it is the two-way 

communication which is very effective because consumers can interact with brands. When 

comes into purchasing decision of consumers, she claims, online third-party opinion can 

affect both pre-purchase and post-purchase in term of it can reinforce or assure that decision 

making of that consumer is correct. She mentioned about cognitive dissonance, the 

consumers will get worrying either before or after purchasing product. And by watching or 

reading online product review, they can feel more relief that decision they made is correct. 

And for those consumers who haven’t yet decided/no information/no interest in product, they 

will be convinced by this.  

Online third-party opinion can be used for many objectives depends on particular campaign 

objective or marketing objective such as create awareness of product, increase sale and create 

brand preference. Even though online product review is the effective tool, there are other 

mediums like packaging and point of purchase which can distract the decision making of 

consumers. When asking about the product which is suitable to use with online product 
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review, she stated that there is no specific kind of product. However, high involvement 

product would be useful and have impact much more than low involvement one because 

people are always seeking for online third-party opinion for things which have high value or 

high price. Even high involvement product has more impact, but online product reviews are 

currently used with both high and low product involvement. About the source of online third-

party opinion, she absolutely agreed that it have effected to the use of online product review. 

For cosmetics products, sources, online consumer and expert reviews, are suitable. Using 

expert or consumers that look expert will be beneficial. There is notice for online consumer 

review, consumer who reviews product has to be well-known at certain level. 

4.1.2. Case II 

Another expert marketer the authors have interviewed is Miss Panrawee Eimeamkamol who 

has experienced as the Account Executive in another Digital Agency in Thailand. She was 

also in charge of handle many famous cosmetics brands. She thought that online third-party 

opinion is the influencer who can influence on the opinion of consumers. It is like the new 

way to advertising product but more credible than traditional one. Nowadays, it is popular in 

the market which marketers choose to use in their marketing strategies. Online third-party 

opinion is the useful tool in term that it can reduce cost, get the right target and can check 

easily how many consumers come to interact with the review presented on website. She also 

thought that this tool is suitable with Thai consumers as they always seek some information 

when they want to buy something. As a result, marketers can also use it to create the 

relationship with consumers, to create bond between reviewers and consumers. There are 

many channels for online third-party opinion such as VDO clip, cosmetics website, blogger 

and event. This way, brands is beneficial as it can get media value. For example, one 

cosmetic brand arranges the workshop/event to launch new product, invites famous cosmetics 

blogger and give them free sampling. From this, these cosmetics bloggers will create word-

of-mouth through their online blogs and it will spread out.  

For the product involvement which affect to the use of online third-party opinion, high 

involvement cosmetics product will have more impact. The gender should take into 

consideration in this point because women always worry about their appearance and end 

result of their looks. Even it is common for women but not every woman can do good 

makeup and know everything about it. So that, product they perceived risk for their physical 

and appearance can effectively use with online third-party opinion. However, product 

categories in cosmetics product also have some effects. Miss Panrawee stated that online 
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product review may not work with some types of products. For example, anti-aging product, 

this is because it takes long time to see the results. On the other hand, makeup products can 

function effectively as it can result immediately. When asking about the source credibility of 

online third-party opinion, consumers who claim themselves as beauty expert and have 

knowledge about cosmetics can effectively influence the consumers and convince them to 

buy product. For experts who are professional, even it is credible but there are some 

consumers who think that they mostly come from brands and tend to not believe these 

reviews. 

4.2 Findings from Questionnaire 

4.2.1 Background information and Screening Criteria 

The questionnaire began with the background information and screening criteria in order to 

make sure there are only the right target samples that completed the questionnaire. 

Table 1 Background Information of respondents 

 

Age 

 

Percentage % 

 

Lower than 23 years old 

 

8.30% 

 

23-26 years old 

 

68.1% 

 

27.30 years old 

 

20.10% 

 

31-35 years old 

 

2.90% 

 

More than 35 years old 

 

0.00% 

 

 100% Internet users  

 79.90% of respondents have ever been exposed to online product reviews 

According to our empirical findings, 98.5 percent of the 204 respondents are females. Only 

91.1 percent are within the three age ranges of 23-26, 27-30 and 31-35 years old. Due to the 

convenient sampling method, the authors can’t divide equally the sample size for each age 
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range. Based on the finding, the main respondents who completed questionnaire are 23-26 

years old, about 68.1 percent. All respondents are normally internet users. However, about 

20.1 percent of the respondents have never been exposed to online product review. Therefore, 

of the female respondents within the specified three age ranges who have been exposed to 

online product reviews, there were only 147 respondents who were eligible according to the 

selection criteria to answer the questionnaire. 

4.2.2 Consumer Decision Journey (CDJ) 

The results from collecting data in this part were concluded and sorted by emphasizing the 

main important points. For other data, the readers can find out in Appendix III.  

Table 2 Findings of Consumer Decision Journey part 

 

 

Consider Stage 

 

 

Average X  

(Out of 5) 

 

Buy Stage 

 

Average X  

(Out of 5) 

 
 

 

Consumers always update 

information through online product 

reviews. 

 

 

 

3.61  

(Agree) 

 

Once consumers decide to buy 

product, but found some online 

product reviews who said bad 

things of it, they still buy that 

product. 

 

 

2.92  

(Moderate) 

 

They recognize many brands from 

online product reviews. 

 

3.84  

(Agree) 

 

 
 

The most factor affecting buying decision at the 

purchasing time? 

 

 1  Online product review 

 2  Sale promotion 

 3  Point of purchase 

 4  Packaging 

 5  Others 

 

 

 

When consumers want to buy 

product, there are moments that 

these brands came into their minds. 

 

 

 

3.88  

(Agree) 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Evaluation Stage 

 

 

 

Average X  
(Out of 5) 

 

 

 

Enjoy/Bond/Advocate Stage 

 

 

Average X  

(Out of 5) 

 

Only information from advertising 

from brands exposed is enough to 

make consumers buy product. 

 

 

2.83 

(Moderate) 

 

After bought product, consumer 

still need to seek more online 

product reviews of that product. 

 

3.10 

(Moderate) 

 

 

It is important that products need to 

be researched before buy it. 

 

 

4.13 

(Agree) 

 

After bought product because of 

reviews and see it worth, 

consumer will recommend/share 

it online to others. 

 

3.29 
(Moderate) 

 

The product reviews presence on 

website is helpful to make 

purchasing decision 

 

 

4.07 

(Agree) 

 

 

After bought the product because 

read reviews and see it worth, 

next time they will buy any 

products recommended from this 

review without consider other 

brand. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.02 

(Moderate) 
 

 

 

 

Online product reviews can easily 

shape consumer’s choices for 

deciding to buy products. 

 

3.97 

(Agree) 
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4.2.2.1 Consider Stage 

The table above (see table 2) illustrates the respondents’ opinions about the roles of online 

third-party opinion on consider stage when consumers want to buy products. The questions 

are in likert scale format which asked respondents to range from 1-5 (strongly disagree to 

strongly agree). To look specifically into each component, it can be seen that the average 

results of all respondents are “Agree” that they recognize many brands (3.84 out of 5) from 

visiting online product reviews in addition to purchasing time (3.61 out of 5). And they can 

recall these brands which come to their mind at the time they want to buy products (3.88 out 

of 5).  

4.2.2.2 Evaluate Stage 

Based on empirical finding (see table2), it illustrates that consumers gave “Moderate” 

average score about; only information from advertising from brands is enough to make them 

buy products (2.83 out of 5). For other components, they scored “Agree”. The products 

needed to be researched before they made purchasing (4.13 out of 5). From the respondents, 

the majority of them show that the product reviews present on website are helpful for them to 

making purchase decision (4.07 out of 5). And they also agreed that online product reviews 

can easily shape their choices when deciding to buy product (3.97 out of 5). 

4.2.2.3 Buy Stage 

When investigating the respondents’ opinions about online third-party opinion at the Buy 

stage, online product reviews affect their buying decision only to a certain extent while 2.92 

out of 5 will still buy products even after reading some negative online reviews of the 

products. Moreover, the respondents were asked to range from 1 to 5 the tools/channels that 

affect them most when making purchase decision. Online product review is the most 

influential factor for respondents at the time they buy. Other tools/channels that also affect 

them are sales promotion, point of purchase, and packaging, respectively. Apart from these, 

the figure also illustrates that consumers consider other factors, which accounted for the least 

effect when making purchase decisions. These include advertising, price, functionality and 

brand. 

4.2.2.4 Enjoy/bond/advocate Stage 

At this stage after consumers have purchased products, the average score of all respondents 

for all questions is “Moderate”. Some respondents may seek more online product reviews 

about the product they just bought (3.10 out of 5). Consumers scored 3.29 out of 5 on which 

they may or will recommend/share product online after buying that product because of the 
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online reviews and having personally seen the product’s worth. And last, they gave the 

average score 3.02 out of 5 which means neutral opinion on the question asked that they will 

buy products recommended by this same review source without consideration of other brands 

next time they want to buy a product. 

4.2.3 Product Involvement and Source Credibility 

In the part of product involvement and source credibility, the authors concluded all data into 

two tables under product involvement and source credibility aspects. And then presenting the 

empirical data based on each condition.  

Table 3 Product Involvement finding 

 
 

 

High Involve ( X ) 

(Moisturizer cream) 

 

 

 

Low Involve ( X ) 

(Lipstick) 

 

Product Involvement 
 

 

Expert 

Review 

(Out of 5) 

 

 

Consumer 

Review 

(Out of 5) 

 

 

Expert 

Review 

(Out of 5) 

 

 

Consumer 

Review 

(Out of 5) 

 

 

How important to research product online 

before you buys it. 

 

 

4.14 

(Important) 

 

4.13 

(Important) 

 

3.75 

(Important) 

 

3.78 

(Important) 

 

Selecting from many types and brands of this 

product in the market, how much to care about 

the product? 

 

 

4.19 

(Important) 

 

4.12 

(Important) 

 

3.80 

(Important) 

 

3.78 

(Important) 

 

How important to make a right choice of this 

product? 

 

 

4.20 

(Important) 

 

4.11 

(Important) 

 

3.80 

(Important) 

 

3.79 

(Important) 

 

How concerned would you be about the 

outcome of your choice? 

 

 

4.19 

(Important) 

 

4.13 

(Important) 

 

3.77 

(Important) 

 

3.84 

(Important) 
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Table 4 Source credibility finding 

 

 
 

 

Source Credibility 

 

 

High Involve ( X ) 

(Moisturizer cream) 

 

 

Low Involve ( X )  

(Lipstick) 
 

 

 

Expert 

Review 

(Out of 5) 

 

 

 

Consumer 

Review 

(Out of 5) 

 

 

 

Expert 

Review 

(Out of 5) 

 

 

 

Consumer 

Review 

(Out of 5) 

 

The review has sufficient reasons 

supporting opinions. 

 

 

3.56 

(Agree) 

 

3.51 

(Agree) 

 

3.41 

(Moderate) 

 

3.39 

(Moderate) 

 

The review is understandable. 

 

 

3.71 

(Agree) 

 

3.68 

(Agree) 

 

3.44 

(Moderate) 

 

3.40 

(Moderate) 

 

The review is credible. 

 

 

3.46 

(Moderate) 

 

3.32 

(Moderate) 

 

3.24 

(Moderate) 

 

3.22 

(Moderate) 

 

The review provides useful information. 

 

 

3.80 

(Agree) 

 

3.61 

(Agree) 

 

3.43 

(Moderate) 

 

3.37 

(Moderate) 

 

The review is helpful to make decision. 

 

 

3.65 

(Agree) 

 

3.53 

(Agree) 

 

3.37 

(Moderate) 

 

3.34 

(Moderate) 

 

I believe in this review. 

 

3.14 

(Moderate) 

 

3.16 

(Moderate) 

 

3.09 

(Moderate) 

 

3.13 

(Moderate) 

 

The review is likely to make me buy this 

product. 

 

3.09 

(Moderate) 

 

3.14 

(Moderate) 

 

3.05 

(Moderate) 

 

3.15 

(Moderate) 

 

4.2.3.1 High Involvement condition with Expert review 

Here, the respondents were asked to rate on the issues of product involvement and source 

credibility related to online third-party opinions to see the effectiveness of its use. For 

product involvement, respondents were presented with the visual image and information on a 

moisturizer cream (which authors defined as high involvement product). The average score is 

4.14 out of 5 can be considered that; it is important for them to research the cream online 

before buying it.  The other scores which are 4.19, 4.20 and 4.19 out of 5 can be also 

considered as “Important” in which they care about product they decide to buy, make the 

right product choice and concern about the outcome of the product they will purchase, 

respectively. 

For source credibility (see table 4), which is expert review, the average score of respondents 

is “Agree” that the review provides sufficient reasons to support the opinion (3.56 out of 5), 

is understandable (3.71 out of 5), provide useful information about product (3.80 out of 5), 

and is helpful for the consumers to make decision to buy product (3.65 out of 5), However, 
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for other question about the review is credible, they believe in this review and the review is 

likely to make them buy this product, the average score is “Moderate”.  

4.2.3.2  High Involvement Condition with Consumer Review 

The respondents’ attitude toward the use of online consumer review in high involvement 

condition, the respondents consider “Important” for them to research it online before buy it 

(4.13 out of 5). It is important for them that, they care about this product regarded to selecting 

from many types and brands of this product in the market (4.12 out of 5), make the right 

choice of this product (4.11 out of 5) and concern about the outcome of it (4.13 out of 5). 

For the source credibility (see table 4) which is consumer review, the average score is similar 

to the high involvement condition with expert review. Average score respondents gave is 

“Agree” that this review is understandable to the consumer (3.68 out of 5), provide sufficient 

reasons support opinion (3.51 out of 5), provide useful information (3.61 out of 5) and is 

helpful to make decision (3.53 out of 5). Apart from this, average score is “Moderate”. There 

are the review is credible (3.32 out of 5), they believe in this review (3.16 out of 5) and this 

review is likely to make them buy product (3.14 out of 5). 

4.2.3.3 Low Involvement Condition with Expert Review 

When asked about online third-party opinion with the use in condition of low involvement 

product (lipstick) with expert review, showed by average score that it is important to research 

this product before buy it (3.75 out of 5). Following with, this is the product which they care 

when choosing from many brands and types in market (3.80 out of 5), to make the right 

choice (3.80 out of 5) and concern about the outcome of this product (3.77 out of 5). These 

all can be considered under the average score of “Important”. 

About the source credibility, which is expert review, consumers scaled in all question as 

“Moderate” when they thought that the review is understandable (3.44 out of 5), credible 

(3.24 out of 5), they believe in this review (3.09 out of 5) and this review make them to buy 

product (3.05 out of 5). Likewise, they consider moderate in the point which it has sufficient 

reasons support the opinion (3.41 out of 5), review provide useful information about the 

product (3.43 out of 5) and it helpful for consumers to make decision (3.37 out of 5).  

4.2.3.4 Low Involvement Condition with Consumer Review 

The average result, consumers saw that they need to research it online before buy it (3.78 out 

of 5), they care about this product regarded to selecting from many types and brands of this 

product in the market and concern about the outcome of it (3.78 and 3.84 out of 5, 
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respectively). And also, the same opinion about to make the right choice of this product, it is 

3.79 out of 5. All of these fall under the “Important”.  

For the source credibility which is consumer review, the average score is “Moderate”. This 

can be consider that this review provide useful information and is helpful to make decision 

(3.37 and 3.34 out of 5, respectively). About the review is credible (3.22 out of 5), believe in 

this review (3.13 out of 5), is understandable to the consumer (3.40 out of 5, this review 

provide sufficient reasons support opinion (3.39 out of 5), and this review will make them 

buy product (3.15 out of 5), they all have average score which is “Moderate”.  
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Chapter 5 Analysis 
 

Here, the important part which is analysis. The analysis of the results from empirical data, both 

interview and questionnaires were presented. Moreover, there is analyzing supported by the theories 

and comparing with the previous studies mentioned in theoretical framework. 

5.1 Consumer Decision Journey (CDJ) 
Based on the empirical findings, the authors will analyze these data, respectively. As 

indicated earlier from the empirical findings, it can be assumed that online third-party 

opinions do affect the consumer purchasing decision. Based on the CDJ model, which is the 

study model of this research, online third-party opinions affect almost at every stage. From 

empirical findings, it can be seen that online third-party opinions affect most in the Consider 

stage and the Evaluate stage. These two stages are pre-purchase stages in the process of 

consumer purchasing decision. The reasons behind this resultant affect in each stage are 

explained as follows; 

5.1.1 Consider stage  

When consumers want to buy something, their decision making process begins with the 

consideration set of brands in mind. These brands come from many media to which the 

consumers have exposed. Based on the empirical findings, the average score respondents 

gave is Agree (from asking them to range from 1-5, strongly disagree to strongly agree). For 

considering in each question, online third-party opinions play an important role in this stage 

as consumers can always obtain up-to-date information through the Internet by visiting web 

sites with product information and exposure of online product reviews (3.61 out of 5). This is 

because the changing in consumer behavior and the fast-growing use of the Internet in 

consumers’ daily lives. Consumers are now in the online world, where they spend more time 

on the Internet and less time on traditional media. Supporting by the findings from interview, 

Thai people always seek for some information about things/products and they are worry if the 

decision they are going to make is correct. This is related with study of Mrazek (2010) which 

stated consumers are likely to seek for other opinions before they buy products in order to 

reduce their cognitive effort or uncertainty. Moreover, women are always thinking about their 

appearance. They always try to seek for other opinions in order to help them. As a result, they 

recognized many brands, both well-known and new brands, from many channels including 

online product reviews (3.84 out of 5). And once they want to buy some particular product, 

they can recall these brands (3.88 out of 5). This way, online third-party opinions is a channel 
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by which to reach consumers instead of the traditional media. The average results which all 

are Agree can show online third-party opinion is the source of brands which consumers will 

include them in their consideration set of brands in mind when they want to buy product.  

According to the CDJ model which represents the journey of consumer purchasing decision, 

it relates to this issue as the model also emphasizes the new way of how consumers connect 

with the brand through new channels, not only the traditional media but it is beyond the 

marketer’s control. Online third-party opinion can be counted as that new channel. As can be 

seen from the empirical findings, one channel which is important is the online channel, 

including online third-party opinions. It also correlates with the study of Chu et al. (2005) 

that found third-party product reviews had more positive effect on purchase intention. Online 

third-party opinions have impact on pre-purchase stage and can influence the intention to buy 

of consumers. 

5.1.2 Evaluation stage 

When looking at evaluation stage, the empirical findings also address the consumers’ 

attitudes on advertising. It shows the decline of trust in advertising, consumers now consider 

that only information from advertisements directly from brands are not sufficient for use in 

basing their decision to buy products upon (2.83 out of 5). Consumers tend to trust product 

benefits much more than using celebrities or presenter on traditional media. To specific to 

cosmetics products, Barnes and Yamamoto (2008) argued that celebrities fail to influence 

purchase decision. On the other hand, experts, friends and female family members have 

varying degrees of influence. As a result of not enough information, consumers have to find 

more information and conduct researches before deciding to buy. Consumers consider this as 

very important when they make purchasing decision (4.13 out of 5).  This correlates to 

Edelman (2010) theoretical frame about CDJ, which states that the consideration set of 

brands consumers have may expand from seeking other information. They can add new 

brands or discard some brands because they learn more. They themselves shape their choices 

rather than marketer’s push to persuade them. Online third-party opinions affect consumers 

on their evaluation of products in term that it is helpful for them (4.07 out of 5) and can shape 

their choice easily (3.97 out of 5) when they decide to buy product. Nowadays, there are 

many choices from which the consumers can choose from. Therefore, online third-party 

opinion is important in this stage as it can assist consumers in deciding. When mentioned to 

the previous study, the same result with Wang (2005), third-party opinion play important role 

in consumer’s evaluation. This is especially to experiential product like cosmetics product 

because consumers have experienced these products directly to their skins and bodies. 
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Therefore, they have to carefully think about it before they buy it. For this stage, it can 

represent the importance of online third-party opinion and address the depreciation of 

advertising. 

5.1.3 Buy stage 

In the buying stage, consumers have already decided to buy product. Should any negative 

online third-party review be found after the consumers have decided to buy products, these 

reviews are not likely to change the consumers’ final decision to buy, based on empirical 

finding which consumers have neutral opinions about it (2.92 out of 5). Online third-party 

opinions do not have much influence on consumers’ final decision making. Although online 

third-party reviews are useful for consumers in helping them to decide to buy product, these 

reviews have insufficient affect to make them change their decision. However, the reviews 

may make consumers reluctant, hesitant, and reconsider the final decision to purchase the 

product. For example, the negative reviews might or might not trigger the final purchasing 

decision of the customers. At this stage, there are many factors that are involved in the 

decision making of consumers. Online third-party opinion does not show any real direct 

impact on the final purchasing decision since there have other factors that can influentially 

stimulate the consumers, such as sales promotion, point of purchase, packaging, etc. From 

empirical findings, the factors which can influence consumers at the time of purchasing most 

are online product review, sale promotions, point of purchase and packaging, respectively. 

Nowadays, there are many touch points that marketers use in their marketing strategies. 

These touch points can go against the decision making of consumers. Even online third-party 

opinion is an important touch point that can influence the consumer purchasing decision but 

when come into the time to purchase, other factors are also involved. This is also related to 

Edelman (2011) who mentioned in his study that, online third-party opinion will not affect 

much on buying behavior, but it will affect much more in pre-purchase and post-purchase 

stage than purchasing stage. 

5.1.4 Enjoy/Bond/Advocate stage 

Online third-party reviews are probably not to have influential effects on customer decision 

making in this post-purchase stage as all average results are neutral opinion (Moderate). After 

the customers purchase the product, they may still continuously search for additional 

information about the product (3.10 out of 5) in order to raise the confidence in having 

purchased good products. Again, this is because they want to assure from their worrying 

either before and after purchasing. Thus, they may continue to find information. They also 
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locate information on how to use the product and maximize the most effective outcome. Here 

is related with study of Court et al. (2009), who found more than 60% of consumers of facial 

skincare product go online to conduct further research after purchasing. Interestingly, after 

purchasing products because of online reviews, consumers who are satisfied and see the 

products’ worth will act in interesting way. They might themselves become an online third-

party opinion provider who shares/recommend the pleasant first-hand experience with the 

products to other consumers (3.29 out of 5). This correlates with study of Kemp (2007) which 

showed 42% of internet beauty buyers will share and tell friends about product discovered. 

To figure out the reasons behind this behavior, there is the study of Hennig-Thurau (2004). 

He studied about the motivation of consumers to write experiences online, the primary 

reasons are social benefits, economic incentives, concern for others and self-enhancement. 

This can also relate to personal interests and consumer’s personal characteristics. Most of 

women are the member or usually visit the cosmetics community website, through this, they 

can be acceptable or become famous once they create word-of-mouth by sharing and 

recommend products among other consumers. This can be supported by the case of beauty 

bloggers based on findings of interview; they will recommend and share their direct 

experiences on their blogs. Many people will follow and continue to visit their blog and this 

way, they become the famous beauty bloggers who are named as beauty guru/expert.  

After consumers bought products because of the review and see it worth, they tend to not 

likely to buy other products recommended from this review without consider and evaluate 

other brands (3.02 out of 5). Based on empirical findings of interview, even using online 

third-party opinion is the good way to gain trust from consumers but it has to take the certain 

period of time. After a period of time that the consumers have been reading and satisfy with 

the trustworthy online third-party reviews, then, there is a chance of repurchasing, triggered 

by those believe and trustful third parties, will drive the consumers to indisputably purchase 

whatsoever the online third-party reviews to consumers. This is relates to the CDJ model. 

According to CDJ model, once consumers have strong bond, they will advocate, skip the 

consideration and evaluation stage and buy product. This can call loyalty loop in consumer 

purchasing decision process. Therefore, the quality online third-party might influentially 

impact the final purchasing decision of the consumers based on believe and trust between 

both party and the length of time period that they have spent together. Moreover, in the aspect 

of brand, once consumers pleased with the purchase, they may seek other products of that 

brand they have bought. This can be seen as the potential and chance to create bond between 

brand and consumers. For this stage, online third-party opinion may affect consumers in term 
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that they may continue to interact with specific online third-parties and it might create bond 

between consumers and those online third-parties. 

5.2 Product Involvement and Source Credibility 
To analyze the product involvement and source credibility, the authors will analyze by 

dividing into two parts which are high involvement with both expert and consumer review 

and low involvement with both expert and consumer review.  

5.2.1 High Involvement condition with Expert and Consumer review 

Based on empirical finding, it shows that moisturizer cream which authors defined as high 

involvement product is important for them to research information before they buy it. The all 

average results given by respondents are “Important”.  As the price of the product and the 

risk of physical harm, they care about the outcome and want to make the right choice. From 

this finding, the level of important which consumers though they have to research 

information before they buy can represent the effect of product involvement to the use of 

online third-party opinion. And thus, it can assume, for product with high involvement, it is 

suitable to use online third-party opinion as one tool to reach consumers. To compare with 

the study of Mrazek (2010), high involvement product worked best with online product 

review specifically with computer accessory product category. It shows the same result 

because commonly, consumers always seek information for products which have high value 

or high price. From this, can emphasize that online third-party opinion channel is important 

tool for high involvement product same with the argument of Dahlen et al. (2003), supporting 

that visiting high involvement product website can enhance brand attitude of consumers.  

To investigate whether online expert or consumer review are best effect with the use of this 

high involvement product, when comparing together, the overall averages show the same 

result. When looking at some specific details, respondents have the same opinions which are 

“Agree” for both online expert and consumer review that; the review has sufficient reasons 

supporting opinion, is understandable, provides useful information about product and is 

helpful for them to make decision. For other components, they gave the average results as 

“Moderate”. As a result, to consider source credibility aspect, both online expert and 

consumer review have the same level of credibility. This is more reasonable when comparing 

to the study of Wang (2008), it showed even consumers may perceive expert review is 

credible, it doesn’t mean consumers will rely on expert to make decision. And consumer can 

be more useful than expert review depends on product (Dean & Biswas, 2001). For cosmetics 

products, consumers are also likely to believe other consumers’ opinion because it can show 
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them the similarity in the real usage experience. Consumers may think that expert reviews are 

mostly come from organization which formed the attitude about lack of trust same as the 

adverting in traditional media from organization. However, the consumers who review have 

to be well-known at certain level or claim themselves as beauty expert/guru. From all of 

these, there is no perfectly guarantee that both two online reviews can definitely make 

consumers buy this product as the average result is “Moderate”, this is due to other factors 

mentioned earlier in Buy stage.  

5.2.2 Low Involvement condition with Expert and Consumer review 

Under low involvement product condition, the authors choose lipstick product. To analyze 

the product involvement aspect, consumers gave the average result which is “Important”. 

Consumers thought that this product is important for them to research some information 

before they buy it. And they also care about the outcome and want to make the right choice of 

the product they decide to buy same as high involvement product. The level of importance 

consumers need to research information before purchasing this product can show the effect of 

product involvement to the use of online third-party opinion. Form the result, it can assume 

that online third-party opinions are also beneficial when use with low involvement product. 

This is because even consumers spend less time and effort in making decision for low 

involvement product but, as this is cosmetics product, it is experiential product which directly 

applies to their skin. As a result, it is still also important to consumers to research information 

before they buy. Moreover, there are many choices of cosmetics brands in nowadays for 

consumers to choose, so that, consumers try to find information and evaluate these choice to 

find the best one before they decide even it is the low involvement product.  

With this low involvement product condition, there is no significant different when apply to 

the use of whether online expert or consumer review. Both online reviews are perceived as 

the same level of credibility which all given average results is “Moderate”. Mentioned earlier, 

even it is important for consumers to find information before purchasing low involvement 

product, but they didn’t mind about the credibility of each source.  

To compare altogether of product involvement and source credibility when applying to 

cosmetics products, the overall picture will be analyzed by following; 

From all above, online third-party opinions are best work with high involvement product.  

However, to focus at low involvement product, it can consider that online third-party 

opinions are also suitable to use with low involvement product. It is important for both kinds 

of product involvement to research information about specific products before purchasing. 
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This is because; cosmetics product is the product which consumers use directly with their 

bodies and skins. Therefore, no matter high or low involvement product, it is important for 

consumers to find more information about that product before they buy it. About the source 

credibility, both online expert and consumer reviews are more effective when using with high 

involvement product comparing with low involvement one. Both online expert and consumer 

reviews are in the same level of credibility for cosmetics product for consumers. This 

correlates with the study of Wang (2005), it showed both expert and consumer reviews 

enhance attitude of consumers toward endorsed product, and in this case is movie. However, 

when comparing with Mrazek (2010), there is controversy. He argued that for computer 

accessory, consumer review performs better than expert review. Consumer reviews create 

higher purchase intention and perceive more quality. This is different because may be for 

cosmetics product, credibility of different type of sources doesn’t matter or have important 

different affects to the use of online third-party opinion. But the important aspect is level of 

product involvement. As can see from finding, both online expert and consumer reviews 

perform better when involving with high involvement product in term that the review has 

sufficient reasons support opinion, is understandable, provides useful information about 

product and is helpful for consumers to make decision.  
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
 

The last chapter included the conclusions of the research drawn from the analysis and gives the 

recommendations based on the results of this research study. Then, the chapter ended with 

suggestions for the future researches. 

6.1 Overall Conclusion 
In this chapter, authors will summarize the results and draw conclusions about the study. 

These results in conclusion will answer our research questions as follows; 

How online third-party opinions affect consumer purchasing decision, specifically on 

cosmetics products in the Thai market? 

What is the most effectively used of online third-party opinions with cosmetics products with 

regards to high and low involvement products? 

What is the most effectively used of online third-party opinions with cosmetics products with 

regards to online consumer reviews and online expert reviews? 

Based on our analysis, the authors can conclude that online third-party opinions have some 

important effects on consumer purchasing decision, specifically on cosmetics products in 

Thailand, as explained below; 

Reference to the Consumer Decision Journey (CDJ) model; there are four stages that can 

explain how online third-party opinions affect consumer purchasing decision, specifically on 

cosmetics products in Thailand in each stage. Online third-party opinions affect most in pre-

purchase periods, which are the Consider stage and the Evaluation stage. For consider stage, 

it affects in term that online third-party opinion is the source of brands consumer will include 

these brands in their consideration set of brands in mind when they want to buy some 

products. This come from, consumers will recall some brands they have recognized before 

when exposed to online product reviews on the Internet. Next, due to declining trust in 

advertising, consumers try to find more information about product they want to buy because 

they feel that information only from advertising is not sufficient on which to base purchasing 

decision. Online third-party opinions have an increasingly important role in this evaluation 

stage as it provides useful information and assists consumers to easily scope their choices and 

in final decision-making. Online third-party opinion is like the assistant which help 

consumers in evaluation stage to. It is not only pre-purchase periods that online third-party 
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opinions have some effects but also in the purchase and post-purchase periods. For the 

purchase period, the influence is only minor.  

Online third-party opinion can distract consumers and make them rethink their decision but 

does not totally affect the final buying decision. This is because there are other factors that 

affect buying decision, such as sales promotions, packaging, point of purchase, etc. After 

purchasing, online third-party opinions may play the role in terms that consumers may 

continue to interact with specific third-parties and create bond between each other.  

Consumers may seek more online product reviews about that product they have bought in 

order to gain more confidence in the product. Moreover, they may turn become a provider of 

online third-party reviews and recommend products to others. There is also potential that they 

will trust specific third-party reviews and buy whatever products that recommended by this 

reviewer without first entering into the consideration and evaluation process. 

In regards to the product involvement aspect, consumers need to research information before 

deciding to buy both high and low involvement products, especially cosmetic products. 

Online third-party opinion works best with high involvement products. However, it also 

suitably works with low involvement product with only a small number difference from high 

involvement product. This is because cosmetics products are products that are directly 

applied to the consumers’ bodies and skins. They also directly affect the appearance and 

image of the consumers. Therefore, disregarding whether it is high or low involvement, 

online third-party opinions are effective when used with cosmetics products. 

As for credibility of sources, both online and expert reviews have the same level of 

credibility. Consumers need to research information before purchasing but they don’t matter 

about the source of those online third-party opinions. However, both online expert and 

consumer reviews are more effective when using with high involvement product comparing 

with low involvement one.  

Finally, there is some topics need to be remind. This thesis was conducted with the 

convenient sampling method; this method is based on the accessibility of the respondents and 

may not get the right target. Therefore, the problem for this thesis is that the results may not 

represent to the whole populations.  
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6.2 Recommendations 
From this thesis, it can show that the influence of online third-party opinion is substantial 

which can affect in consumer purchasing decision process. Moreover, it is beneficial for 

marketers and organization as it can perform a variety of marketing functions in order to 

achieve the marketing objectives. Marketers of organizations or companies, especially 

cosmetics products, can use online third-party opinion in their marketing implications. First 

practical implication is that marketers can apply online third-party opinion for their marketing 

strategies in specific touch points, based on the results which show what stages of consumer 

purchasing decision process are most influence consumers, consider and evaluation stage. 

Moreover, as this is two-way communication, it is not only marketers try to advertising their 

products, but also they can obtain feedback from consumers to better improve and develop 

products. Second, online third-party opinion can be used as important channel to educating, 

informing and persuading consumers about particular brands and products. However, 

marketers should keep in mind that it is important to use the right source of online third-party 

opinion with the right product.  If they want to use online consumer review, they have to 

make sure that consumer is well-known at certain level in order to increase credibility 

dimension of regular consumers.  

6.3 Future Research 
 In Future research, researchers should investigate the chosen subject in other 

industries/products. In each kind of product industry, researchers can find more 

different product category versus product involvement. By the way, different product 

category may result different way due to using online third-party opinions. There are 

many differences in comparison with other products/industries because some products 

may need consumer reviews rather than expert reviews.  

 In term of demographic, this study has focus on woman in Thailand. For future 

research, it can separate into many demographic sections as screening criteria and 

study more in other demographic variable (other gender, other age range, etc.). Some 

products may have a range of different consumer segments, which may depend on 

target of each products/industries.  

 It can deeper investigate about what channels are most effective channel for online 

third-party opinions such as blogs/brand website/VDO clip/event/web board/etc. 
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Appendix I: Questionnaire 
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Appendix II: Interview Questions 
1. What is the main purpose of using online product review? 

2. The perspective of using online product reviews in nowadays? 

3. What do you think about the roles of online product reviews on the process of 

consumer purchasing decision? 

4. In the perspective of organization, how online product reviews help consumers when 

they make buying decision? 

5. What is the objective for using online product reviews? (Create awareness, increase 

sale, create brand preference, etc.) 

6. Is online product review being the effective tool comparing with other tools? (sale 

promotion/ point of purchase/ package/ etc.) 

7. Are there any specific kinds of products which you think the most suitable to use with 

online product review? 

8. Is the involvement of product have affected to the use of online product review? 

(High and low involvement) 

9. Are there any differences to use online product review with high and low product 

involvement? 

10. Are the sources of online product reviews (expert and consumer review) have affected 

to the use of online product review? 

11. Especially for cosmetics product, the expert or consumer product reviews are more 

suitable in your opinion? 
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Appendix III: Result Data of Survey 

1 Screening Criteria 

 

Figure 3 Finding of Screening Criteria 
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2 Consider stage 

 

Figure 4 Finding of total Average :Cosider Stage 

 

3 Evaluation Stage 

 

Figure 5 Finding of total Average : Evaluation 

 

4 Buy Stage 

 

Figure 6 Finding of total Average : Buy Stage 
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Figure 7 Factors affect Buying Decision 

 

5 Enjoy/Bond/Advocate Stage 

 

Figure 8 Finding of total Average : Enjoy/Bond/Advocate Stage 
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6 High Involvement Condition with Expert Review 

 

 

Figure 9 Finding of total Average : High Involvement with Expert Reviews (Focus on Product Involvement) 
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Figure 10 Finding of total Average : High Involvement condition with expert review (Focus on Source 

credibility) 

7 High Involvement Condition with Consumer Review 
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Figure 11 Finding of total Average : High Involvement condition with consumer review (Focus on Product 

Involvement) 

 

Figure 12 Finding of total Average : High Involvement with Consumer Reviews (Focus on Source Credibility) 
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8 Low Involvement Condition with Expert Review 

 

 

Figure 13 Finding of total Average : Low Involvement condition with Expert review (Focus on Product 

Involvement) 
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Figure 14 Finding of total Average : Low Involvement with Expert Reviews (Focus on Source Credibility) 

 

9 Low Involvement Condition with Consumer Review 
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Figure 15 Finding of total Average : Low Involvement with Consumer Reviews (Focus on Product 

Involvement) 

 

 

Figure 16 Finding of total Average : Low Involvement with Consumer Reviews (Focus on Source Crdibility) 


